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BEVERLY TALENT
Apart from Beverly being
a Science based school,
it has a lot of talent inside. Some discovered
while some yet to be discovered. Some of the
various hidden gems are
like Art.
Some students have a
burning passion for Art
that has not yet been
nurtured. Although some
student's art has been
discovered, others are
yet to be. Although some
interest is there, students have nothing to
express it on and no one
to help them improve
and embrace this hidden
gem.
Singing is another talent
that needs to be unfolded. I took some time to
listen to some of our students sing, and I was
taken away by the beauty and majesty of their
voices. It was so beautiful that I felt as if I was in
heaven. I wondered why
this hasn't ever been
shown for the world to
see and hear such awesome splendor …

music. After a long day
of learning and reading
hard, students take a
rest. During this time
their creativity comes
alive. They start coming
up with beats as some
dance to the rhythm.
This is a particularly interesting time for me as I
get to learn new styles
and beats and enjoy
their diversity.

The next is dancing and

These are just some of

the many talents that
you'll find in this school,
a hidden treasure. You
need to treasure hunt to
find them. Others include
design, comedy, acting,
athletics, cooking and so
many more. There are
just too many to mention. I am sure if I would
have mentioned all I
would have to write a
whole book about it.

Beverly is rich with creativity and talent and it is expressed in our everyday
lives. You just have to
open your eyes and ears
wide. I pose a challenge to
the reader, "Can you spot
them?"
By Jane Blessing F3
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From the Executive Director’s Desk
I wish to formally introduce to all Beverly School
Stakeholders and friends our new School Manager
Mr. James Baraza. Mr. Baraza comes to us from
Juja Preparatory and Senior Schools. He is a seasoned educator and administrator in the sector.
His professional background is teaching and he
has a passion for soccer.
I also wish to inform you all that Madam Linet
Shiundu is no longer with us as the Principal of
Senior School. We thank her for her service to
BSK.
Our Gelfand STEM Labs are complete and we are
thoroughly proud and grateful for this magnificent
gift from the Gelfand Family Charitable Trust. To
crown our pride we were offered an opportunity to
participate in the Massachusetts State Science
and Engineering Fair held at the MIT this past
May 2014. Our students came up with some great
ideas for projects and recently through the GEMS
program Seven BSK students were recently
awarded their certificates for their contribution
towards the advancement of Science. I wish to
thank Kimberly Kamborian for coordinating the
process. We are proud to honor the following students;
Doris Nyokabi
Vanessa Sippi Aguko
Elsa Murikio
Alice Msafiri
James Ngoko
Valyne Mutesa
Mercy Sande
I congratulate all the students who have been
selected to participate in the Palimander Leadership Program as well as those who took part in
the Kenya Music Festival, Young Aviators Club,
those who attended the set book literature

events and the teachers who organized the
various educational trips since beginning of
year.
I welcome all the new teachers and members
of staff .
I thank Mr.Harrison Karubu, the landscaper
for making our school so beautiful.
I wish all our KCSE and KCPE students success in their forthcoming national examinations.
My thanks to Sue and her church for the
generous contribution of a camera, laptop
and printer to the journalism club that has
made this magazine possible. I also wish to
thank the Hagemeyer family for the soccer
uniforms and Spenser Houston for the music
equipment. The students will soon have their
orchestra and band.
To all BSK students and staff please remember that other people have made
huge sacrifices to make Beverly School
what it is today. Enjoy and use the education you will get here to go out into the
world to make it a better place for someone else.

Alice Mudiri
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We wish to thank all sponsors of Beverly School.
We want to encourage any of you who have never
been to Kenya to please come and visit us. For
those who have come and keep coming we greatly
appreciate your time and effort in coming to interact with us and learning from us as much as we
have learnt from you.

best Children’s Choir ever, school band and orchestra.

tures. A big thank you to The Lutheran Church
USA.

Pauline Kanaiza - Kenyatta University (doing her
second round of volunteering)

To Spenser Houston for the gift of the Music Department equipment. We intend to establish the

Dorothy Chedi – Jomo Kenyatta University

A big thank you to the Hagemeyer brothers, Chris,
Eric and Auntie Robin for the library books and
soccer uniforms. To Steve Katsos and his wife
Kathy for the great books ―The case of the Missing
Canine‖ Everybody including Senior School stuWe wish to thank Auntie Sue and Dr. Jeff Swandents have had a blast reading it. Even Mr. Baraza
berg for making it possible for us to interact on this and the Executive Director Madam Alice have read
platform of a New School Magazine and all the gifts this small interesting book.
that came with it – the printer, lap top and camera.
We thank all our volunteers;
We now have a fully fledged Journalism Club and
continue to polish our writing skills. Enjoy the pic- Miss Lily Marshall - College of the Holy Cross USA

Diana N. Wanyama—North Carolina USA
Abisheik Upadhyaya—Duke University USA

Volunteers, Pauline Kanaiza of Kenyatta University (above)
and Abhisheik Upadhyaya of Duke University, North Carolina, USA with a friend Kelvin (right)
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Big Thank You Cousin Whitney
From: Ashley Ouma
To: Cousin Whitney
How are you? I hope you are fine and
healthy. We have really missed you
since you left. We have been working
very hard at school. We have new
teachers and the students have increased in number.
We have also had a chance to meet
your brother Cousin Jeff. We have also
started our school magazine which is
called The Flying Eagle Review.
Thanks to your mother and brother
who came up with the idea.
We have also had lots of fun in school.
I hope you will come visit us again one
of these fine days. We have lots of sur-

prises for you. The school has really
changed very much. We have security
guards of our own. There is a big beautiful signpost of the school at the gate,
beautification of the school tuition block
and new manager. The new manager’s
name is Mr. James Baraza.
Mr. Baraza is very kind and friendly. We
have also had a chance to be joined by
two girls who have come from Boston in
Massachusetts. They will be staying in
the school for three months. I pray that
God may guide and protect you and your
family and we look forward to seeing
Mr.Swanberg.
Love,
Ashley
and Beverly School Community
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A Letter to Aunt Susan
Dear Aunt Susan,
How are you? I hope you are fine. We miss all
the exciting things you and Cousin Jeff taught us
especially when it came to the explosion of the
Coke soda and the bending of light through concave and convex glasses. We would like you,
Cousin Jeff and Cousin Whitney to come again
and teach us as much as they can.
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I would like to thank you as my sponsors for your
generosity and also wish you a good summer
time in America. When you were away, we received some new kids from Boston in America,
their names are Kyra and Lynette. They like the
school very much.
Goodbye and I wish you a blessed year.
Yours truly,
Janet Muyaki
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BEVERLY SCHOOL
CONTINUES TO SHINE
Beverly School of Kenya is an international
school offering both local and international
curriculum. It is a co-educational school at
both Preparatory and Senior levels. The
school is named after Mr. Lidonde’s late
mother. Her name was Beverly. The school
currently has a population of Eighty Six students most of whom are in the Preparatory
school. The school has students from

Ethiopia, South Sudan, Tanzania and
Kenya. We enjoy learning cultures of different people. We also have students from
poor families but we are all equal at BSK,

Beautification of the school
If you look around our school you are
likely to see different species of trees and
flowers. We have an Environment club
and supported by the grounds foreman
we participate in taking care of the
grounds.
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BEVERLY SCHOOL OF KENYA CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Beverly School Soccer Team above for a friendly match at the Aga Khan Sports Ground Nairobi
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We carried out an interview with our new
school manager and here is his vision about
the school and some of his thoughts.
Q: What is your educational background?
A: I am a teacher by profession. I have also
undergone training in school administration
and management.
Q: What is your duty as a Manager?

THE NEW SHERRIFF AT BEVERLY
SCHOOL OF KENYA
We are happy as a school and pupils to introduce
our first ever, Beverly School Manager Mr. James
Baraza Musindayi. He took office in April 2014. As
students we notice that he cares for us and understands our challenges and concerns.
He listens to us and tries to satisfy our needs. He
is strict but also friendly. He has made several
changes since he took office at the school. He got
us a nice plasma television. He is also encouraging us to pursue our talents in drawing and art.
He has made paint and brushes available to those
who are interested in becoming artists. He has also brought electronic gadgets to improve our science skills. He also bought us some soccer balls.
We were privileged to be visited by the Hagemeyer
family – Eric, Chris and their mother auntie Robin. They donated soccer jerseys. Mr. Baraza has
promised to continue to work on issues of games
facilities in the school. This will make it possible
for us to play games such as tennis and basketball, rugby and hand ball.

A: The duty of a manager is to make sure
that things get done. At Beverly School I have
to manage people, plan with them and for
them as well as provide leadership and guidance. My duty is to also make sure that human and physical resources are available
and used efficiently. Some of the human resources include, teaching staff, support staff,
security and students. I also have to make
sure that I have other resources like books
and enough classrooms, good grounds and
fields where students do their learning and
also carry out their extracurricular activities,
Q: What are your future plans for the
school?
A: I have great future plans for Beverly
School. I wish to see Beverly School grow into
a big institution. I would like to see a day
when we call for school teams to come and
play soccer in our playing fields, swim in our
prospective swimming pool, and see us host
Mathematics, Engineering, Technology and
Science Congresses and quizzes, chess and
scrabble games here at Beverly School. I wish
to see the school grow its student numbers
and to have students of as many nationalities
as possible. This would make BSK rich in
vast cultures and also grow in population
size. Beverly School is a STEM school and I
am going to make sure that I achieve the
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STEM Vision of becoming a Stellar Program in
science education.
Q: Do you enjoy your job as a Manager?
A: Of course yes, I told you I love management
Q: Can you tell us why we are not able to
use leveled field at BSK?
A: As I mentioned earlier we have plans that
are underway to continue to work on the physical structures of the school. It takes a lot of
money and patience to come up with good
structures. Because we do not want to engage
in shoddy work we want to come up modern
fields of international standards. We expect by
January 2015 to have worked on leveling the
fields as you continue to use other parts of the
school as playing grounds
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example a trip planned for the Preparatory
School was cancelled because of inclement
weather (flooded Nakuru Park) and poor cold
weather for camping. As a school we appreciate the need and importance of educational
trips and plan to revise our plans in that area
in term three.
Q: When the Founder of Beverly School was
here we witnessed the marking of the future
High School and Administration block.
What are the projected time lines of construction and completion of the block?
A: The plan is still on. However it takes a lot of
money to construct a building of that magnitude. The school also has prioritized all its programs and projects depending on availability of
funds. Once the funds for the project are available we shall begin in earnest the construction
of the block.

Q: We had a farm manager at the school
sometime back. He however left and the
farm is not currently fully working. What do Q: What advise can you give to students of
you intend to do about it?
BSK?
A: We have some plans for the school farm.
These plans include setting up several Green
Houses to plant tomatoes, colored and green
peppers as well as herbs to be used in our
kitchen and surplus to sell in the market. We
shall continue to grow our own vegetables, potatoes, carrots and peas. We also intend to develop a poultry farm to rear our own chicken,
turkeys, geese and ducks for meat and eggs.
Certainly some cows to boast our milk and
milk/dairy products and maybe some rabbits
as well
Q: When do we expect to see the Preparatory School go on some educational trips?
The school has a vision of complimenting and
integrating indoor/classroom learning with
outdoor hands on activities including trips.
The school has the responsibility of ensuring
student safety even as it plans the trips. For

One thing I enjoy is talking to my students. I
also want to see them disciplined and doing
things the right way. ―If you do not know or
understand something please ask‖ Avoid engaging in fights with your peers. Work hard
but also work smart in order to achieve your
goals.
Parting Shots from Mr. Baraza
Ask yourselves what you can do for Beverly
School to make it a better place all the time
rather than what Beverly School can do for
you. This way when you are all grown up, you
will ask yourself the same question ―what can I
do for my country Kenya as a citizen as opposed to what the country should do for me‖.
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What about us?
Patience and passion

what about us?

of pain around us

your image still appears fresh

this is our life

we shared our moments

what about us?

the good and the bad

This is my heart here

in the midst of mists

was once full of beautiful words

and clouds of misery

like rays from above

when storms of emotions

what about us?

nothing and no one will be against us

many talk about us

what about us?

but we'll still wine and dine

Tracy Kageha F3

conflicts from all corners
touched my heart and soul
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QUOTES
Haters make you strong no matter what happens they even make you more and more successful
Tell me and I will forget, show me and I will remember involve me and I will understand....
He who is not courageous will accomplish nothing in life
Struggle as hard as you want I won't love you any less for it.
In the middle of life we are in death
Our lives are driven by choices we make
If our love is only a WILL to possess it is not LOVE!
Education is the best provision for old age
Every day we live we face 1000 ways to die
if you compare yourself with others you may become bitter or vain
Life is a challenge, in every challenge there is an opportunity. In every opportunity there is success.
Tracy Kageha F3
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TONGUE TWISTERS
1.God made man, man made money, money made man
mad
2.If Kantai can tie a tie, why can't I tie a tie
3.Sally sells sea shells at the sea shore.
4.If a mathematician can ‘mathematice’, mathematics why
can't I ‘mathematice ‘mathematics like a mathematician can
‘mathematice’ mathematics
5.Is Sherry's shortcake shop shut
6. Tim tied a toad to a tall tree behind the tattered tent
7. Harry hurried to the horrendous hot furnace
8. The potter bought a pink pot from the port Bort
9. Lota laughed a loud laughter and ate a little lotta
10. Fiona fished from a far lake
By Sharline Minayo F1
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success was guaranteed. Indeed we succeed. Out of the
14 categories we managed to go through with 8 items to
The day all talented boys and girls of Beverly School of the next level (county). The categories that took the first
Kenya had been waiting for finally arrived. 5th June.
position are the hotuba by James Ngoko and choral
We had been invited to attend the Kenya Music Festi- verse (ngonjera) the ones that too the second position
vals at Magumo High School. Kenya Music Festival is were Hotuba by Aksa and Shairi by Sharline. The ones
an annual event sponsored by the Ministry of Educain third position were performed by Pendo. Elsa and
tion. MF-as it's known by most of the students gives
MarySally and I. The rest of the items managed to scope
students a chance to showcase their talents in singing, (4-8) which the school felt it was a fair trial keeping in
dancing, and reciting of poems.
mind it was our first time to participate in the music festival.

THE MUSIC FESTIVAL 2014

We left the school at quarter to eight in the morning
together with Teachers Geoffrey and Ms. Bibiana and
arrived at Magumo secondary at 9am. We all gathered at the school dining hall where we were officially
welcomed to the school and given instructions on what
we were supposed to do. The dining hall was fully
packed, more than thirty schools all from Nyandarua
sub-county had shown up among them Karima Girl's,
Bongo Girls, Muruaki Boys and Magomano Girls.

Having finished with the performance at around 5.30p.m,
we went back to the bus where those who had not had
their lunch took it as some of us took pictures and socialized with other students. We later on left Magumo
secondary at 7pm and arrived at school at 9.15p.m due
to some unavoidable circumstances on our way back.

All in all, we thank God for the successful turn-out of
events and for bringing us back to our beloved school
After taking about 15 minutes at the dining hall, we
safely. We also thank the school director and the managwere directed to the various halls where the perforer for having financially supported us and coordinating
mances were to take place. We registered our fourteen the whole trip, our teacher Mr. Geofry and Ms Bibiana for
items; 13 girls (Doris, Cadra, Sharline, Valyne, Elsa,
their support and encouragement and lastly our fellow
Aksa, Claire, Marysally, Damary, Deborah, Pendo,
students; Florence, Dilip, Edward and David who were
Tracy, Mitchelle and I). For the Swahili choral verse,
there to offer us support and other assistance. Most cerPendo doing shairi, James-shairi and hotuba, Aksatainly the festivals would not have been possible without
hotuba, Vanessa-set poem, Blessing-set poem, Elsa- all the mentioned people. All participants are grateful for
public speaking, Alice-public speaking, Sharline- shairi, your assistance. God bless and we are hoping to get
Marysally-set verse, Rachael-set verse, Sharlineyour support as we go to attend the county level Music
shairi, Tracy-shairi and I-poem, own composition.
Festival.
Immediately after registration was completed we setReported by Mercy Ng'alwa
tled inside various halls waiting for our turn to perform.
Some students from other schools looked a little bit
tensed. We, on the other hand kept collected and relaxed for we knew, with all the preparations we had
made under the guidance of our patron Mr. Geoffrey,
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LUHYIA PROVERBS
1.inyende oyiliira mulwoba
if you eat mushrooms, you are sure to eat maggots

he who waits for its dish to cool shares it
with visitors
6.esiokisa osilia netsimbeba

2.oulalola nyina mulukhana abola papa yafya emiandu

what you hide you may eat with rats
a person who never saw the mother in her youth may say his
7.eyilakore siyiulira atsiamira
father wasted his dowry
the animal that will get lost will not heed
3.esifuna omukhasi osilia namayino
the call of the others
what a woman has harvested you will not eat in peace
8.kharania yalia tsinobia
4.vuli mundu avee na madiku gegee
the person who cannot climb up the tree
every dog has its days/ every person has it days
eats the raw fruit nearer to the ground.
5.linda banyire yalia nabakeni

By Michelle Nyanduko F2
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QUITTERS NEVER WIN
AND WINNERS NEVER QUIT
Once upon a time long before human beings were created there lived two best friends in the land of Agadapidi.
The best friends were the snake and the frog.

The snake was black shiny and lovely. She used to talk to
her friend the frog by use of sign language. The frog was
deaf and could only know what it was being told through
sign language. She was so beautiful and was covered
with white shiny slimy mucus. They used to be very good
friends with each other.
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ing to be queens of Agadapidi.

The task was that they should go up the steepest hill that
no animal had climbed before. So early in the morning all
the animals gathered to at the point where the competition
was to start. It was on, the animals slid and fell but they
kept on trying.

After an hour of trying, three quarters of the competitors
lost hope and went away in shame. Only the bravest animal and the two best friends remained in the competition.
The number of competitors kept on decreasing as they
went higher and higher.

It was almost midday when the bravest animal in the land
lost hope and dropped out. He was ashamed to death.
It just happened that kind lion was dead due to old age.
The animals started jeering the two best friends remainHe was known for his bravery and strength when he killed ing. They told them to quit and when the snake heard so
the destructful giants of the village. He was the only lion, she decided to quit.
brave and strong, the animals ever knew. The animals
mourned for a day and the next day they had to prepare a
task for the next king to be.
The frog struggled on, she was unable to hear what the
Well the task was there for everyone and anyone who
wished to compete. The elders of the village choose a
task and they were ready to give it out.

other animals were saying due to her deafness. She kept
on trying an trying till finally she made it to the top. She
was crowned as the first queen of Agadapidi. She was so
happy.

The story teaches us that when we are determined and
Animals from different walks of the village came to comdon't lose focus we will make it. No matte r how people
pete and all of them were ready and prepared. The snake jeer us we should always stay focused. We will make it
an her best friend decided to be the only women compet-
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THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING FAIR 2014
Mitchelle Nyanduko (senior 2) and Candra KhaOn Saturday 15th of March 2014 the students, science
yanga (senior1)
teachers and our history teacher drove an hour to
Muruaki Boys High School. The main aim was to parThe project at Pendo attained
ticipate in the 2014 Science and Engineering Fair at
position one at District level.
the District level.
In Environmental Science-we had Alice Msafiri
whose project was ; the use of spirogyra in urban centers to reduce temperature and was
Before the big day we had thorough practice of the proposition two in district level.
jects to be presented. The science teachers, Mr. Mark
and Mr. Ouma trained the students with projects day
Home science-The use of lemon to prolong
and night and helped them a lot in their projects like
shelf life of other food presented by Elsa
coming up with the hypothesis, requirements and put- Vuguza and Doris Nyokabi, it attained position
ting their memorandum in order. They had put their
one out of 14 schools.
whole self in it and made sure they were always there
After the winners were announced we were
for us.
more than happy. We had managed to pass
triumphantly and this shows that truly hard work
pays.
Finally the big day arrived. The students and their patrons took off at 11.19 am full of excitement and very
confident. We reached Muruaki Boys High School at
11.42am.There we carried our booths and went to the Joyously we started our journey back to school
specific classes where we were to present our projects. around 7pm. The weather conditions weren’t
good. The driver had to drive slowly since it had
There were fourteen schools presenting including our
rained heavily earlier during the day. In about
own.
fifteen or twenty minutes of driving the bus got
stuck in the mud. We got out of the bus and the
boys, driver and teachers tried to push it out but
Some moments later the presentations began. The
in vain. They tried using a rope, spade but they
competition was stiff and every student was trying their
did not succeed. Then some good Samaritans
best to capture the judges interests. We experienced a
came to help us. They brought with them a
lot since it was our first time to participate in the scitractor and using an attached chain from the
ence fair. Projects that were presented were;
tractor to the bus they succeed in pulling the
bus out. By the time the bus was out of the mud
it was nearly 9pm. We had stayed on the road
In Chemistry; Production of ethanol using sisal to refor about two hours and all that time the rain
duce industrial waste.
was pouring.
This project was presented by Mercy Ng'alwa and
James Ngoko.
All in all we reached the school safely and we
It was position two at the district level.
thank the almighty God for being with us from
In Math; To make calculation trigonometric ratios easy the beginning to the end
using trigonometric angle (Senior 3)
It was presented by Mercy Ng'alwa and
James Ngoko.
In Chemistry; Best pain killer (senior 2)
It was presented by Elsa Vuguza and
Valyne Mutesa and attained position one in district level.
The best soft drink was presented by
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Beverly School of Kenya students making a presentation during the National Science Congress at Magumo High School
On 29th March 2014, we went to Magumo Boys High
school to participate in the 2014 Science and Engineering
Fair for the second level-County level.

The competition was even stiffer. All the students were determined to win and go to the next level at the Regional
level. All the sessions went very well and the adjudicators
selected the best projects to proceed to the next level.
There was a total of forty schools from different counties.

The results came out and only one project from our school
passed to the next level in Environmental Science category. This was by Alice Msafiri.
At the District level we were able to clinch a trophy through
Alice’s project-Using Spirogyras in Urban Centers to Re-

duce Temperatures. We will truly live to remember that
happy moment when Beverly won her first science trophy.

On 22nd May Alice went to Nanyuki Boys High School, a
three hour drive to participate in the regionals. She stayed
there for four days. There were four counties and over
twenty five schools participated. The school is proud of her
and we appreciate her.
A lot of thanks to the patrons. Thank you for always being
there for us.
By James Ngoko F3
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Interview with one of the National
Science Congress Finalists, Alice
Msafiri (F3)
tures were high compared to our cool environment back in
Pendo: How were you feeling before the performance Kinangop, I hypothesized that it would be due to reflection of
and after the performance?
sun's rays and energy that is radiated back due to skyscraper
Alice: Before I was nervous but everything was okay walls and roof tops. According to Biology plants have the ability to absorb most of the sun's heat for photosynthesis and
after I went on stage. After the performance I was
also transpiration effect which brings a cooler effect, so I dehappy and okay.
cided to use spirogyra that is found on fresh waters and that
Pendo: How was the competition at the District and
form a thick blanket on the surface of the water to reduce
County levels?
temperatures in hot centers and thus also reducing global
Alice: It was tough and challenging since all the par- warming.
ticipants were at their best.

Pendo: Do you have any recommendations to your patrons?

Pendo; What did you learn that you would like to
share with us?

Alice: Yes I do. I recommend that the school should prepare
us earlier in such activities in terms of materials for exhibition
because this are the most challenging parts of science projects.

Alice: Courage confidence and support is very important from both teachers and students in such situations since they give you strength to move on with
your activity.

Pendo: You brought the first trophy to Beverly, how do you
feel?

Pendo: Where did you get the idea of using spirogyra Alice: (smiling) I feel good because it has been my dream to
in your project?
make a difference somewhere and I did it.!
Alice: I got the idea after a visit to Nairobi to participate in set books whereby I realized that tempera-

Pendo Tumaini F2
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SCIENCE IN ACTION
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Biology Prayer
Our Father in the laboratory
exothermic be your name
give us this day our practices, knowledge
and forgive those who will fail in biology
chemistry and physics
lead us in the fume chamber
but deliver us from choking chlorine gas
for your name is above all molecular theory
AMEN!!!
By Mary Sally Achieng
and Valyne Mutesa F2
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Kitchen Prayer
Our cooks who are in the kitchen
hallowed be thy honesty, thy selfishness reduce
they will be one in the kitchen as it is in the dining
hall
give us each day our daily food and forgive us
our "ndeko" nature as we forgive you for shaking
your
serving spoons on the way to our plates
put us not to miss but allow us to come back for
"ndeko"
for the dining hall is thy power house
the plate thy throne forever and ever Amen!!!

By Elsa Vuguza F2

FOOD
Food is one basic human need. If you want
to live long and have a good life, come to
Beverly School. This is due to the mouthwatering and delicious foods prepared and
served by our lovely kitchen staff. Not only
is our food delicious but it is also healthy.
Mostly we eat vegetables such as kales,
spinach and cabbages. The vegetables are
eaten or accompanied by the African cake‖
―Ugali‖. Our beverages include caffeine free
drinking chocolate, and of course water.
Our favourite food is served on Fridays for
supper – Chapati and Green Grams or
Mung Beans. Chapati is a kind of Indian
pan cake fried on a skillet. In fancy Indian
restaurant it is called Nan.
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A: Salt, sugar, garlic, ginger and flour

with Beverly School’s Chef John Juma Q: What do you enjoy doing during your free
time?

Q. For how long have you been cooking?
A: Ten years

A: I love watching football, reading newspapers
and watching news

Q: What do you think about the food that the stu- Q: What are your future hopes for the school?
dents eat?
A: I look forward to that day when the school will
A: The students eat very healthy food
have grown into a big community
Q: If you were not a chef, what would you like to Q: What are the problems you face during cookbe?
ing?
A: A farmer
Q: What are the strangest food you have ever
eaten?

A: When power is interrupted and this affects our
preparation time.

Q: What are the tips you would like to give youth
A: Prawns, lobster, dog meat and crocodile meat who would like to follow your career?
Q: Which four ingredients should never miss from A: Have a passion for it and work hard
your kitchen?
By Ashley Ouma and Chris Mwangi
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QUOTES
God gives the hardest battles to His strongest soldiers.

Never allow negative things to spoil your life and all the
good things you have in this life just choose to be happy
in your life.

Don't allow people to judge you by your past because you
are not in the past anymore but accept yourself for whom
you are because this is today.

Refuse to be average, let your heart soar as high as it
can.

Success is achieved by developing your strengths not by
eliminating your weaknesses.

In this world we really don't lose friends we only come
to know who real friends are.
Rumors are always carried by haters spread by fools
and accepted by idiots so if you believe in yourself
don't chose any of this.

The most certain way to succeed is always to try just
one more time.

When you truly believe in what you are doing, it shows.
and it pays,
Winners in life are those who are excited about where
they are going.

Life appears to me too short to be spent in nursing animosity or registering wrongs.

Value processes more than events.
Sacrifice pleasure for opportunity.
Dream big, plan, prioritize and don't give up.

Always be cool. Don't have ego with friends and family.
Give up hurting individuals just keep loving mankind.
Never forget to pray.
Quietly remember God and speak the truth.
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BEVERLY SCHOOL JOINS YOUNG AVIATORS
CLUB OF AFRICA
Beverly School of Kenya joined the Young Aviators
Club of Africa whose mission is to use aviation’s motivational power to thrill, stimulate, encourage and
propel students to set, commit and achieve their
goals in education and personal development
through hard work, discipline and while at it have lots
of fun, play and adventure.
Swallow Member (Age 3-8)
This is the exciting start of a lifelong adventure in aviation. Swallows develop imagination, character and selfdetermination through interaction with Mentors.
Activities include joy rides on caravan 208 with mentors,
Balloon rides at Jamuhuri Park, field trips, games and art.
Falcon Member (Age 9-12)
The aviation enthusiast is enriched by introduction to the
experience of Flight in hands on programs where members can climb into an airplane simulator, taxi down a

runway and take off into a controlled airspace.
Two week long Residential camps are offered at Orly Air
field.
Activities entail interaction with mentors, discipline, and
life Skills, communication, planning, emergency preparation, survival, meteorology and navigation.
Eagle Member (Age 13-20)
The young eagles interact with mentors in the aviation
Industry and are introduced to the benefits of business
Aviation to community and the paths to aviation careers.
Activities include, flying, gliding, sky diving, camping, life
skills, survival skills, character building, leadership &
sports. This is done over three weeks camping in Nairobi,
Malindi, Ukunda and Eldoret.
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A WISE THOUGHT
A friend is gold in ones heart. Silver in one's heart, a
gem in ones heart glittering so bright giving you
strength to continue with the life ahead, giving you a
hand of hope, a smile of encouragement, a laughter
of courage and moreover a thought of love
Find a friend to share your problems and worries in
life.
A friend is valued just the way you would diamonds or
money in your pocket
A friend should be honoring and caring, pushing you
towards the bright side of life
A friend is a helper, builder of your heart if broken,
By Valyne Mutesa F2
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Shairi
shuleni: mwalimu mkuu kaitwa hedi!

pesa:shillingi moja kaitwa bob

naibu wake kaitwa depa

shilingi tano kaitwa ngovo

mwalimu kaitwa odijo

shilingi kumi kaitwa ashu

na darasa ukiuliza utaambiwa ni dach

naye ishirini ukiuliza utasema ni mbao

jamani! jamani!

Jamani! Jamani!

garini:kijana kaitwa chali

nilipofika Nairobi, jiji bora na mufti

naye msichana kaitwa dem

palipo jaa shababi, wazee na mabenati

na gari ni dinga

nika msalimu kibibi, kanijibu eti fiti

ukiingia kwenye ndinga utaambiwa kaa square siste

kijana na mabenati, hiki ni Kiswahili kipi?

bado nafasi ya mtu mmoja

shabash.

jamani! jamani!
By Achieng F2
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Vitanza Ulimi
1.Paka alimpekua peku na pikipiki katika pilkapilka za olimpiki
2.Kaka kakata keki katoa koti
kibao kibao kata.
Luo
chiewo chung chiewo chiege,
chienge chung chwako chae
chae chiek chieng chiro chiro
charoke
By Mary Sally Achieng Hongo
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MADARAKA DAY
Madaraka day is a public holiday in Kenya. We celebrate
Madaraka day as the day Kenya obtained self – governance every July 1st. This Madaraka day we celebrated it
in an extraordinary way. First we had our usual morning
lesson and later on in the afternoon we were treated to a
delicious meal of fried chicken, garden salad and french
fries. This was accompanied with a glass of juice and a
bowl of fruit salad. It was indeed a special treat. We wish
to thank the school administration for this special treat.
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Wise Quotes
a bit of smile is like my happiness
your drop of ear is like my sorrow
a part of your heart is like my life
and a heart like mine would die for someone like
God
'manze'.,you know besides learning
or gaining of knowledge you know
that you must learn to fear God
and give him first priority
By Damaris Francis F2
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‘Ikonga Murwi’ the Crying Stone
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The following day a council of elders, the village head
summoned them to find a way to solve the matter. At
The Crying Stone locally known as ‘Ikonga Murwi’ is a a nearby bush hid a witch who was eavesdropping.
renowned historical attraction in Kakamega County.
The elders tried to solve the matter but Makacha’s
The huge rock that takes on a almost human form
wife Makatalema was cold hearted and would not
with a head attracts thousands of visitors every year
mend fences.
and leaves many who get to see it marvelling at the
At dusk, cries of children were heard from Makacha’s
constant stream of water that flows from the huge
hut. Makatalema had packed her belongings and
boulder all year round.
ready to take her children to leave. The children loved
According to folklore in the Kakamega County of Ilesi, their father however they did not have a choice but to
there once lived a very handsome man called Maka- follow their mother. The witch on the other hand was
cha and his wife Makatelema. They had seven daugh- happy because she did not want the family to have
ters who were as beautiful as the rising sun. In those peace.
days, girls were seen as wealth because suitors
would come to seek their hand in marriage and were Makatalema and the children left. As they walked
expected to pay dowry. The family of Makacha owned along the path with the man Makacha in hot pursuit.
The witch turned all the family members into stones.
a good farm, a large herd of cattle and kept many
chicken and his wife was a potter who moulded beau- And fled. The entire village was astonished. The biggest of the stones who was the father, started crying
tiful pots and sold them for a good price. It was the
much to the surprise of the villagers.
wealthiest family in the whole village.
The mysterious big stone which is believed to be the
Every woman admired Makacha and they all had a
father has a shape that is almost human, with a head
green eye towards Makatalema. So, one day, unexpectedly, rumors erupted like a bushfire that Makacha and water flows from the head throughout the year.
The natives believe that the man is still crying for the
had a relationship with a peasant woman. The wife
wife to return home so that they can continue living as
was so angry that she refused to eat. Whenever
a happy family again.
Makacha would ask his wife Makatelema what the
matter was, she would just push him away and quarBy Candra Khayanga
rel a lot. All Makacha’s efforts to establish what the
matter was failed.
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REPORT ON THE ENGLISH TRIP
On the 14th of February 2014, we visited the Bomas of
Kenya. We left the school around 6am. In the tour of
Bomas of Kenya we saw different houses of different
communities like the Luhya village, Kalenjin village,
Maasai village, Borana, Kamba, Kikuyu and the rest of
the forty two tribes.
Each community had different features like some lived
in bungalows, igloo-shaped houses, manyatta houses
and other different kinds of structures. Each village had
several granaries for food storage and each individual
had a different house but one thing in common with all
the communities is that they had a meeting place where
the family members would meet and eat meals together.
The tour guide explained to us all about the different
communities and their cultures. We asked many questions which were all answered. Hours later we assembled at our meeting point in order to meet at the hall.
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After an hour we all assembled in the hall to
watch the different dances by different communities. Among the traditional dances was the
Mbeere dance. It is a dance for happy occasions
like birthdays and other happy celebrations. The
dance originates from the Central part of Kenya.
The other dance was the Kalenjin dance. This is
also danced during happy occasions. They use
drums and each drum beat has a meaning.
From Nyanza county there was a Luo dance
known as Orutu dance and it is performed by
both men and women after a successful harvest,
birthdays and happy occasions like weddings.
The Maasai dance from Kajiado is sang by moran men during feasts and when the morans are
graduating from puberty to manhood. In the
Luhya community from Western Kenya there
was the sukhuti dance. Another dance was the
Sukubi from the Swahili community at the Coast.
There were also the Jambo Acrobats.
We all learnt many things especially in oral literature.
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SET BOOKS
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it's governor and his wife who cared only about herself.
After the governor was assassinated by his rival, the wife
fled leaving behind her son.

On the 13th of February, we visited Lunar Park to watch
set books being dramatized. We watched the River and the
Source, an examinable set book. The book is about a certain community which had a successful chief with a very
The rival dominated the country and declared war against
beautiful daughter. She got married to a very young chief in its people. The people fought for their freedom. In this book
the next village.
we learn that every individual if united can conquer anything even the most difficult. We also learn that we should
not just think about ourselves but others also.
In those times the girl child was not thought capable to rule
a community but the girl Akoko, challenged that thinking.
After the death of her husband and male child, she was left We learn that we should use brotherly love in times of
with only a daughter. She strived to make sure that her
danger, anguish or despair as it will help us conquer everyhomestead would not crumble.
thing.
This book teaches us that if the girl child is given an opportunity equal to that of the male child, she can do wonders
and prove such beliefs wrong. It educated us that we
should not look down upon the girl because she too has
capabilities similar to that of a boy.

We also watched a Swahili book, Mshtahiki Meya at the
same venue, Lunar Park. We also watched Caucasian
Chalk Circle. The book talks about the ruling of a country,

The third set book was in Pangani on the 28th of May
2014. We watched the same book Caucasian Chalk Circle
and a Swahili book Kidagaa Kimemuozea. The watching of
the books will enable us to remember the content and contexts of the books. It also entertains besides being educational. All students appreciate this method of both reading
and watching the books dramatized
.
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My Mother

wished me the best

when I was a baby

mother

you taught me the right thing

now that I am in high school

you taught me how to say thank you, how to pray

passed my exams with flying colors

mother

Thank you for all your care

the first day I wet my bed

mother

you pinched me and told me

Ooh, my dear wonderful mother

that was bad and taught me good manners

may God bless you

mother

Thank you for your love

my first day of school
you took me and taught me

"MOTHER YOU ARE THE BEST"

to be the first and not the last
mother

This poem I dedicate to all the mothers in the world

when I was about to finish my
K.C.P.E you prayed for me

By; Racheal Akinyi Onyengo
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Beverly students
enjoy the E-Readers
The Beverly School of Kenya had a wonderful opportunity to work with the EReaders that were brought to the school by
a volunteer from the Duke University, North
Carolina, USA, Abhisheik Upadhyaya.
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The E-Reader Team with the School Manager at Beverly School of Kenya
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SPORTS
By Ignatius Omondi, Thomas Wario, Richard
Mwangi and Alice Halako
At Beverly School, the most popular games are soccer, relay races, singing games and indoor games.
Indoor games are usually played during the wet season. We have other popular games like checkers,
puzzles, cards and hide and seek. Our favourite
game in school is soccer. Most girls like singing
games and hide and seek.
This term, the boys formed two competing teams.
That is the ‘Invincible Team’ and the ‘Heroes’.The
main players in the Invincible Team are: Paul
Makaroni, Emmanuel Karisa, Claudia, Sagini, Antony
Simiyu, Richard Mwangi and Felix Odhiambo. The
ones in the Heroes Team are: Samuel KInyanjui, Ignatius Omondi, Alice Halako, Thomas Wario and
Habtamu Dejene.

goals. The defenders in the Heroes Team were:
Samuel KInyanjui, Alice Halako and Godfrey
Toyanka. The defenders of the Invincible Team
were: Paul Makorani, Aristariko Ngoko and Richard
Mwangi. This was the last match that we played in
the month of May.
In the month of June we played the first game. The
Invincible and Heroes played against each other.
The Heroes won the game by 5 goals while the Invincible had two goals. The goalkeeper of the Heroes
was Thomas Wario while the Invincible had Felix
Odhiambo. In the school team we have three best
goalkeepers these are: Thomas Wario, Derick
Ochieng and Felix Odhiambo.

In the near future we also hope to start playing sports
like water polo and swimming. Ball games like hockey, lawn tennis and basketball. Habatamu, Ashenafi,
Ian, Derrick and David have shown interest in basketball, lawn tennis and table tennis. They would like
Since the teams were formed, we have managed to to improve their skills. Some pupils can really swim.
play three matches. In the first match, The Invincible We hope that a swimming pool will be ready soon.
Some pupils live near water bodies like the Indian
led by five goals while The Heroes had three. Felix
Ocean back at home have expressed interest in
Odhiambo was the goal-keeper for the Invincible
swimming and these are Susan Kadzo, Ignatius
while in the Heroes team, Derrick Ochieng was the
Omondi, Thomas Wario, Paul Makoran and Alice
goal-keeper. In the second match, the Invincible
team led once again with four goals while the Heroes Halako.
had two.
Beverly school pupils would also like rugby to be inThe top scorers in the Invincible Team were Antony troduced plus a coach of course. As we all know,
Simiyu and Emmanuel Karisa, while the top scorers Kenya is a sporting nation. In the past, we have conin Heroes team were Habtamu Dejene and Ignatius centrated more on soccer and excelled in athletics.
Omondi respectively. During the third match, the He- Now it is time to try something new.
roes led by four goals while the Invincible had two

SPORTS TALENT
As we all know work without play makes Jack a dull boy.
We have various games played at Beverly School. Most
students play soccer while others play indoor games
such as checkers, cards and puzzles. We have noticed
some talents amongst our students in the various
games and sports, such as basketball and soccer. We
wish to encourage all students to engage in at least one
game or sport and to practice and become good at it. A
day has been set aside for games in the school.
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Beverly School of Kenya Mrs. Alice Mudiri Mr. Sande
Olocho was also present in the meeting. The meeting focused on how SAIDE and Beverly School could coordinate
to reach out to more students and communities to raise
and SAIDE community Library Team awareness about the STEM curriculum. The director was
The visit to Beverly School of Kenya by SAIDE Team origi- impressed by the activities that SAIDE has carried out using the E-Readers in the communities around Western
nated after the success of first Debate Challenge that
SAIDE organized in July 8, 2014. As part of the preparation Kenya. The school showed their full commitment and support for the Western Regional Science Fair.
for Science Fair, SAIDE staff were invited to visit Beverly
School of Kenya and witness how the school is focusing on In the evening the students requested SAIDE team to come
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathemat- and pray with them before settling down for preps. The stuics) along with the regular Kenyan school curriculum.
dents were equally excited and didn’t want SAIDE team to

Visit to Beverly School of Kenya
by Duke University USA volunteer

The visit was a great success in terms of knowing a different school setting and areas of partnership between SAIDE
and Beverly School of Kenya for the development of education in Western Kenya. SAIDE staffs provided a warm
welcome in the school and all the school staffs were supportive with the activities that SAIDE wanted to carry out for
the students. SAIDE organized E-Reader outreach activities for students of classes 6 and 7. The students were
trained on how to use the E-Reader, even though some of
the students were already familiar with the E-Reader. As
part of the outreach, the students were given an opportunity to solve puzzles in Math Blender and Every Word Crossing. The students were very excited to solve the puzzles
and were also inquisitive in knowing more about the EReader. This encouraged SAIDE staff to conduct such activity for the secondary level students as well.
For the secondary level students, SAIDE organized an interactive discussion session, where the students shared
their concerns about career, school life and about STEM
field in general. The students were very open and willing to
interact with SAIDE staff. The session was divided into two
parts. The first session took place before lunch time and
focused on use of E-Readers in classrooms and how it
could benefit the students. The students were eager to use
it and some of them even used it throughout the day. The
session also included discussion on time management and
stress management. The session after lunch was focused
more on the use of education and how to give back to the
community as well as planning about careers. SAIDE also
interacted with them on their experience of participating in
Science Fair in Kenya and Massachusetts in the USA. The
insights from the students have helped SAIDE to plan the
Western Regional Science Fair.
SAIDE staff also had an opportunity to meet the director of

leave. SAIDE coordinator had to promise them his team will
be back before November. The students also had a message to their colleagues in Western Province, that they
should work smart as well as work hard. Also they reminded us to tell them the proverb of ‘I don’t care’ always leads
to ‘I wish I knew’. The video message will be posted on our
website and Facebook page as soon as it is up.
The manager of the school drove us to Hell’s Gate then to
Fisherman’s camp where we dropped Abhisheik for camping with colleagues from FSD.
The manager was very friendly and accommodating. I take
this opportunity to appreciate all who made this visit a success. Special thanks to Beatrice Lukalo and Beverly School
for providing transport means. Beverly school for hosting us
and giving as a chance to interact with students and Mr.
Sande Olocho for facilitating the visit, Director of Beverly
School Mrs. Alice Mudiri for finding time to meet us.
I also thank Abhishek and Kevin for accepting this courtesy call. Abhishek Upadhyaya is a volunteer from Duke University, USA attached to the SAIDE CBO in Chavakali and
Kevin is a computer engineering student at Maseno University. It was a nice experience and we hope to replicate what
we have learned in our organization system.
We also appreciate the greetings from The President of
Beverly School of Kenya, Mr.Abdi Lidonde, despite being
away in the USA followed up on our visit to ensure it
worked out well.
Kelvin Gwuma Coordinator SAIDE
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BEEFED UP SECURITY
AT BEVERLY SCHOOL OF KENYA

Q: What do you think should be done to
boost security at BSK?

When you go through the gates of Beverly
School you find uniformed personnel from
the security company. These are the guys
that keep us safe at Beverly school. This enables students to walk around school feeling
secure and safe. We come very early for our
morning preps. For this reason we decided
to interview the one Albert Mumia.

A: Install light sensors and silent alarms can
be used to enhance security as well as more
guards to take care of the other three gates
and entries into the school as the school
population and the number of visitors
grows.

Q: Do you think that Beverly School of
Kenya is securely located?

The most important people who should
boost the security of the school is the entire
BSK school community. Everyone must always be on the look - out for strangers and
strange behavior by others. We encourage
you all to report to the Principals or Manager or teachers any security concern on the
compound.

A: Yes I think as a school it has an ideal location in terms of security

Thank you Mr. Mumia for educating us on
security and safety matters at BSK.

Q: What is the name of your company?
A: The Company is called Stega Security
Services

Q: How many guards do you have at the
school?
A: At this moment we have two security
guards. During the day one is at the main
gate, as the other patrols the grounds and
perimeter of the school. At night we should
have at least three guards.
Q: How have you been trained to do your
job and tackle any challenges?
A: In security induction we tackle training in
fire - fighting and marshaling, first aid,
alarm response, patrol tactics, guest handling, and other security and safety related
concerns and duties.
Q: How do you cope with co-workers?
A: We work as a team. We also exchange
ideas.
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A SUNNY BREAK AT BEVERLY SCHOOL OF KENYA

THE ULTRA-MODERN GELFAND STEM LABS AT BEVERLY SCHOOL OF KENYA

The Gelfand Science Labs are the backbone of the STEM curriculum at Beverly School of Kenya.
The only fully fledged STEM school in Africa.

